Vegetation Management
What is the situation?
Priority problems

Vegetation growth poses a risk to the safe operation of the railway by impeding sight lines, blocking access and
damaging infrastructure. In certain locations, lineside trees have been left to grow to the size that, if they were to fail,
would cause damage trains and service disruption.
We must not underestimate the impact that vegetation can have on third parties. We have a duty of care and
environmental responsibility to observe.
Vegetation management interventions employed to manage this risk, can be complex, potentially hazardous and must
consider the impact on the wider environmental aspects.

Vegetation encroaching tracks

Trees struck train
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Related Goals

Benefits

•

Current specification does not prevent tree
failure risk.

•

•

•

We are currently reactive, not proactive to
compliant conditions.

Intervention zones that
limit the disruption from
vegetation growth.

Our operations and assets
are not disrupted by
vegetation growth.

•

•

•

Our clearance and maintenance activity
doesn’t sufficiently prevent growth from
disrupting the operational railway.

Effective clearance and
maintenance regimes that
prevent regrowth.

We have the capability
to clear and maintain the
asset.

•

Inventory that completes
the knowledge of the asset
in terms of flora and fauna.

•

•

Management plans that set
the strategic goals and time
scales.

We know our asset so that
we can predict life cycles
and apply the safest, most
efficient, intervention
method.

•

We own the asset and
commit to the performance
requirements.

•

We share our approach
with our stakeholders with
confidence.

•

Asset failure reduction, safer
services.

•

Business cases supported
for clearance operations
that will improve
performance.

•

Our maintenance options need to consider
the impacts on the natural environment .

•

Reactive responses, often in poor weather
conditions’ are potentially hazardous.

In addition, we need to understand:
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Specific Priority Problems

•
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The social and environmental
relationships when undertaking work.

•

The effects of vegetation (good and
bad) on other civil assets.
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•

The safety risk with regard to electrical
induction.

10

•

The risk of blocking or obscuring critical
assets.

•

The risk posed by leaf contamination
(effects of Autumn regarding rail /train
wheel interface).

•

We do not fully assess the risk to the
railway and our neighbours posed by
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Clearance
techniques

Analysis of causes

Limited by the amount
we can remove

Access
High risk assets remain at
difficult to access locations

Secondary problem caused
by not being able to
remove waste from site

Environmental
Legislation

Asset Knowledge
No up to date state
of vegetation in
central systems

Understanding the many
environment & statutory
obligations & orders

Inadequate records of
all the work that takes
place on vegetation

Wider legislation for injurious
& non native species

No effective mechanised
maintenance technique
for all of the lineside

Inconsistent data quality
Data dependent on inspector

Current systems not suitable
System difficult to update:
Assets extent & complexity
controls on site
Some information
cannot be imported
into the system
Poor definition of
assets to drive
effective data capture

Data Capture

Civils asset responsibility

Adopt other tools & machinery
which are not designed to
cope with our conditions
Do not optimise
available techniques
to the right situations
Allow others to
maintain our vegetation
on a limited basis

Work is not planned
to do cyclic maintenance

Maintenance
Techniques

Monotonous activity
can lead to human error

Lack of competence

No training provided
for inspection
Not valued as an inspection
- viewed as a routine activity
"Scorched earth" is an
approach that appeals to
managers of the lineside

Human
Factors

Understand the parameters
required that can affect the
performance of the railway
during autumn.

lineside vegetation.

Specific research needs

Topography prevents use
of mechanised means

Does not optimise available
techniques to the right situation

Unclear around the network
who should manage
certain elements

•

Understanding of
vegetation intervention in
relation to growth rates at
the appropriate frequency
and techniques.

Prevents effective removal
of material and waste

Chipping can clog drainage
systems & present a hazard
to earthwork assessments

Growth rate and
intervention is
not measured

Wildlife & countryside
act leads to very
restrictive practices

Environmental threat
is not understood

Old method of logging info

Impact of vegetation
on other assets
is not understood

Further restrictions
on use of pesticides

Ineffective ways of
recording incidents or
capturing failure data

Impact on
other Assets

•

We seek to complete our vegetation management asset inventory so that it has the capacity to capture specific
requirements with regard to risk to the railway. This will involve efficient means of capturing location and height of
vegetation and specific requirements such as species type, age classification, condition and local and regional growth
rates. This will also include means to capture areas that require special treatment either in controlling the spread of
undesirable species or to encourage desirable conditions.

Difficult to reach locations

Lack of effective clearance
techniques for all the lineside

Hazard to workforce
during inspection

Unable to use flexible approaches for
adjacent land owners to clear or
keep woodland by products
Unable to exploit commercial
opportunities for wood by product

Vegetation & trees that have
been left to grow do not require
intensive management control
Lack of maintenance has
lead to the development
of undesirable species
Trees & vegetation can damage
other assets where they have been
left to fully grow into maturity,
failure is likely to result in damage

Legacy
Assets

Cooperation with
landowner required
Reliant on infrequent access
points for maintenance

Vegetation
Management
Poor reputation leads
to restricted practices
Do not always understand
the environmental
value of the lineside
Vegetation management
plans are not visible
to the public
Badly communicated
& engaged vegetation
management schemes

Reputation

We strive for vegetation management plans that provide clear strategic vision. Setting out our short, medium and
long-term commitments for clearance and our future maintenance activities, in line with the types of vegetation being
managed and the environment in which it exists. Thereafter, we seek best means of communicating our plans to our
stakeholders.
We continually seek to adopt alternative means of treatment that offer safer and efficient ways of working. Our railway
operations and adjacent terrain provides a challenge to the traditional methods of vegetation management. Our
intervention needs to tackle this but also undertaken at a time and at frequencies that has no detrimental impact on the
natural environment.
We seek to research features that inform on asset degradation. This will consider how current and emerging pest and
disease could affect the lineside in the future and what it means in terms of accelerating our management plans.

